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PHILIP B. PAYNE
GORDON-CONWELL TTIEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Douglas J. Moo is to be complimented for acknowledging several weaknesses in his former
interpretation of 1 Timothy 2-3:
p.72/I99 "It must be admitted that the verb Enurpdno ["I am not permitting" in2:12] is not often
used in Scripture of universally applicable commandments."
p.731200 "Paul's use of the present indicative in exhortations and commands is also relatively rare...
advice for a current situation was being given"
p.771204 "the difficulties with viewing v 14 as a statement about the nature of women are real."
p.84l2ll "it would be going too far to argue that the phrase ["the husband of
one wife" in3:Z1clearly excludes women [from the office of overseer]".
These admissions do affect Moo's overall interpretation, despite his denial of this. He
acknowledges that the normal use of tnurpdno is not for universally applicable commandments.
His entire interpretation, however, depends on this Enurpdnro being used to introduce a universally
applicable commandment. If Paul intended tnlrpdnol with its usual temporally limited meanlng
("I am not at the present time permitting . . .") then the prohibition is not universal. We cannot simply
assume it to be universal any more than we can assume that the prohibition of braided hair, gold,
pearls, and the wearing of expensive clothing (2:9) is universal or that men everywhere must raise
their hands in prayer (2:8).

Since the normal sense of the verb which covers allof verse l?is not universal, Moo's view
depends on deriving the universal character of the restiction from w 13-14. This in turn depends on
w 13-14 implying that it is universally wrong for women to teach or to have authority over men.
Moo, however, rejects the view that Eve's failure was "causative of the nature of women in general,"
calling this a "serious case of partial quotation" which misrepresents his view. After admitting the real
"difficulties with viewing v 14 as a statement about the nature of women" he states, "I am now
inclined to see the reference as a means of suggestingthe differencebetween Adam and Eve in the fallhe sinned openly; she was deceived."(p .7712Cr) Merely "suggesting a difference between Adam and
Eve," however, does not inffoduce a universal into the text. Nowhere does 1 Tim2:12-14 state that
this difference characterizes women in general.

Now that Moo has wisely disassociated himself from the view that Eve's deception was causative
of the nature of women in general, his interpretation of this text lacls adequate evidence of the
universal which his interpretation of 2:12 requires. He has acknowledged that "it is not clear how they
[vv 13-14] support the commands in w L1-12." (p.25168) With appropriate modesty, he refers to his
own view of v. 13 as suggesting a "plausible interpretation" (p.26169). Nor can he import a universal
prohibition of women teaching or having authority from 3:1-7 since its subject of this entire passage is
defined as "anyone" (3:1,5) and since he acknowledges that "it would be going too far to argue that the
phrase ["the husband of one wife" in 3:2) clearly excludes women [from the office of overseer]".

(p.8aD1\

There are, however, nine exegetical indicators that this prohibition of teaching was temporary:

1) The overall purpose of 1 Timothy is to silence false teachers, and there is ample evidence,
elaborated below, that Ephesian women at that time were especially influenced by and
communicating the false teaching.

2) Paul's only command in this

section is "let women learn". The underlying principle that leaming
ought to result in teaching implies that the prohibition of teaching is not universal. Compare
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Kidd. 29a-b:

How do we know that [the mother] has no duty [to teach her children]? ... whoever is commanded to
study is commanded to teach; whoever is not commanded to study, is not commanded to teach. And
how do we know that she is not bound to teach herself? ... the one whom others are corlmanded to
teach is commanded to teach oneself; and the one whom others are not commanded to teach, is not
commanded to teach oneself. How then do we know that others are not commanded to teach her? Because it is written, 'And ye shall teach them to your sons' (Deut. 11:19) -but not your daughters."
3) The positive connotations of rjoulia indicate a a well-bred learning which would put women
eventually in the position of being able to teach. A wealth of Rabbinic and early church citations
to this effect are quoted by Afda BesanEon Spencer, Beyon^d the Curse: Women Called to
Ministry, NY: Thomas Nelson, 1985, pp. 74-80.

4) tnLrpdnat is a verb that is only very rarely

used for universal permission or prohibition, and
never elsewhere to my knowledge in the first person present active indicative.

5) The

use of the adversative 8d to introduce the prohibition indicates a consciousness of the conffast
between the command to learn and the present prohibition of teaching. The adversative use is
highlighted by:
a) the word order: "to teach, however, for a woman I am not permitting"
b) this is the most common inference of Ed
c) in both 2:14 andl5 6d is strongly adversative.

6) Paul states in 3:1 that "Anyone who desires

the ministry of being an overseer desires a noble task."
This is surely an encouragement to all who would hear these words, including women, to aspire
to be an overseer. Wouid Paul encourage desire for forbidden fruit?

7) Paul's life and writings elsewhere did not follow this rule as universal. Rather, he mentions many
women among his fe11ow workers in the Gospel. If 1 Tim 2:I2 excludes all women from teaching
ministries, it is the only such verse in a1l of Scriprure.
8) Timothy himself was taughtby his motherandgrandmother (2

Tim 1:5; 3:14-15).

9) Titus 2:3 commands "older women to teach what is god." Since it was written about this same
time, a universal ban on women teaching cannot have been intended.
Women were particularly influenced by

the

false teaching

1 Tim 1:3 states the purpose of the letter, to stop false teaching. This is elaborated in the first two
paragraphs detailing various results of the false teaching. Practically every verse of the letter relates to
this concern, as Gordon Fee's commentary (Halper & Row, 1984) has demonstrated in detail.
1 Timothy is not a manual for church order. The closest thing in it to a church manua1,1 Tim 3:1-15,
gives Timothy guidelines for screening out false teachers from church leadership in case Paul is

delayed in coming.
Paul repeatediy identifies women as especially influenced by the false teaching in the Ephesian
church. 2 Tim 3:6 refers to silIy women, "always learning but never able to acknowledge the truth."
Some younger widows had "in fact already turned away to follow Satan", were giving the enemy
opportunity for slander, and "sayings things they ought not" (5:11-15). Women were "professing
godliness" (2:10; cf. 2 Tim 3:5 "a form of godliness"). This probably implies public vocal profession
since the same verb is used of the false teachers "professing knowledge" (6:20-21). The intimate
association of false teachers with women is explicitly stated in 2 Tim 3:4-9, "lovers of pleasure . . .
They are the kind who worm their way into homes and gain control over weak-willed women, who
are loaded down with sins and are swayed by all kinds of evil desires. This picture is reinforced by
the false teachers'bad conscience (i:19-20 4:2-3), sin (5:20,24), corrupt mind (6:20), and being
ignoble (2 Tim 2:20), and by Paul's references to women: caliing them to decency and propriery of
dress (2:9,15), to be worthy of respect (3:i 1), "the widow who lives for pleasure is dead even while
she 1ives" (5:6), "faithful to her husband" (5:9), "their sensual desires.. judgment on themselves"
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(5:11), "turned aside after Satan" (5:14). Paul's repeated concern for purity reinforces the danger of
illicit sex (1:5,10; 2;8;3:2,7,12;4:12,16;5:2,22; 2Tim2:22). The false teachers' greed (6:5-10)
suggests that they targeted women who could afford to pay tutors.
Paul's description of erring women is closely parallel to his description of the persons who were
false teachers (rI9, 1:3,6,8,19; 4:l;6:3,10,2L; dv1puros,5:24;6:5,9, terms used inclusively for
women as well as men). Just as some younger widows "turned aside after Satan" (5:15) so false
teachers "turned aside to meaningless talk" (1:6). The false teaching is summarized as "profane old
wives' myths" (4:7; cf . I:4;2 Tim 4:4; Titus L:14, all with p00os.) "Profane" also describes the
false teaching in 1:9; 6:20;2 Tim 2:16. The sensual desires of some women overqrme their dedication
to Christ, incurring judgment because they set aside their first faittr (5:11-12, cf. 15; 2:15). Similarly

thefalseteachershadleftthefaith(L:4-6,19;4:l;6:10,21;2Tim2:18;3:8). Somewomen"turned
aside after Satan" and gave the enemy opportunity for slander (5:12-15); Hymenaeus and Alexander
were "delivered to Satan in order that they mightnotblaspheme" (1:20). Those who "abandon the
faith follow deceiving spirits and doctrines of demons, speaking lies in hypocrisy."(4:1-2). Paul
urged Timothy to instruct gently those caught in "the tap of the devil, who took them captive to do his
will" (2 Tim2:25-26). This gentle instruction contasts with Paul's harshness to Hymenaeus and
Alexander, but appears to be directed to those (predominantly women) deceived by the false teachers.

Women and especially widows are the particular group most significantly influenced by the false
teaching. No other book of the New Testament devotes such a high proportion of its content to
problems specifically related to women as does 1 Timothy. (note especially 2:9- 15; 4:7; 5:2-7, 9- 16).
The continuity of the problem as specifically tied to the false teachers is evident from2Tim2:16-17.
This passage shows that the ringleader specified in 1 Timothy L:20, Hymenaeus, is still a key
instigator: "Avoid godless chatter, because those who indulge in it will become more and more
ungodly. Their teaching will spread like gangrene. Among them are Hymenaeus and Philetus, who
have wandered away from the truth. They say that the resurrection has already taken place, and they
destroy the faith of some."
What was the character of the false teachers' message that had such an appeal to women,
especially widows? Three characteristics of their message are paralleled in 1 Corinthians:

L) 4:3 "They forbid people to mar4/." Similar is the Corinthian slogan, "It is good for a man not
to touch a woman [a euphamism for sexual relations]." Evidently some Corinthian wives were
rejecting marital relations, for Paul commanded, "each man should have his own wife, and each
woman her own husband. The husband should fultill his marital duty to his wife, and likewise the
wife to her husband. The wife's body does not belong to her alone but also to her husband. In the
same way, the husband's body does not belong to him alone but also to his wife. Do not deprive each
other..."

2) 4:3 "They

order people to abstain from certain foods, which God created to be received with
thanksgiving by those who believe and who know the truth. For everything God created is good, and
nothing is to be rejected if it is received with thanksgiving, because it is consecrated by the word of
God and prayer." Similar is L Cor l0:23-31"The earth is the Lord's, and everything in it. If I take
part in the meal with thankfulness, why am I denounced because of something for which I thank

God?"

3) 2 Tim 2:18 "They

say that the resurrection has already taken place." Similar is 1 Cor
15:12,22,29,35 " how can some of you say that there is no resurrection of the dead? . . . But
someone may ask, 'How are the dead raised? With whatkind of body will they come?' How
foolish!... So it will be with the resurrection of the dead. The body that is sown is perishable, it is
raised imperishable..." (cf. 2 Thess Z:2"ffalsef report . . . that the day of the Lord has already
come.") In both these cases it is evident that the resurrection of the body was being denied. In its
place was substituted the affirmation that we are already raised with Christ spiritually (cf. 1 Cor 4:8).
Hence they feltno need for a bodily resurrection.

Forbidding marriage, saying that the resurrection has taken place, and abstaining from cefrain
foods are expressions of an over-realized eschatology. Presumably it was argued that since in heaven
there will be no marriage or giving in marriage and since we have already enfered the kingdom of God,
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we ought even now to forbid marriage! Similarly, since things of this world are of no spiritual value,
the goodness of God's created world is denied and abstinence from sex and foods is commended. At
Corin*r it was argued that since the body was spiritually unimportant, it did not matter what one did
with one's body. Thus, Paul had to argue extensively trying to convince Christian men in Corinth that
they must not go to prostitutes (pushed on by the abstinence of their wives!) or temple feasts. These
two Corintian abuses had a particular appeal to men. Similarly, although the Ephesian false teachers
forbade marriage itself they may have had intimate relations with women caught up in their teaching
and justified it like some Corintians justified going to prostitutes as irrelevant to their spiritual life.
The form of the false teaching in Ephesus, however, would appeal particularly to women,
especially widows, since by their position they were on the fringe of society. They were social
outsiders since they had no husband. This false teaching affirmed their dignity. Indeed, it affirmed
that they were already in the ideal (eschatological) state of being single before Chrisr No wonder that
this new teaching attacted women. And it is likely that it atffacted few men besides false teachers
themselves. After all, it implied that the ma:ried state of most men was not ideal and so might have
encouraged rejection by their wives. It is this peculiar appeal to women of the false teaching at
Ephesus that explains why Paul specifically says he does not want wornen to teach.
Lest this seem like a stiff restriction on all women when probably not all had accepted the
teaching, consider in contast the words which Paul had for the false teachers who deceived them,
"Some have shipwrecked their faith. Among them are Hymenaeus and Alexander, whom I have
handed over to Satan to be taught not to blaspheme." (1 Tim L:L9-20) In contrast, the command "let
women learn" and the (temporary?) prohibition of teaching, (or possibly a particular manner of
teaching indicated by the word ariOeyreiu) is gentle and contains the seeds for the eventual lifting of
the restriction. The women here resricted fit the description in 1 Tim 1:6-7 "They want to be teachers
of the law, but they do not know what they are talking about or what they so confidently affirm."
Paul's solution is, "I-et them learn so that eventually they may fulfill their teaching aspirations, but this
privilege requires responsible study first." Compare Philo, The Sacrifices of Abel and Cain XI48:
"fgnorance is an involuntary state, a light matter, and its Eeatment through teaching is not hopeless.
But wickedness is a willful malady of the soul, and is action is such that to remove it is hard, if indeed
it is not hopeless."
The reference to Eve's being thoroughly deceived and having fallen into transgression was
obviously called forth by what had happened to some women in the Ephesian church. The link
between false teaching and the deception of women is made explicit in 2 Tim 3:6-13, "deceiving and
being deceiving." The reference to "falsely called knowledge" (6:20) also implies deception. In spite
of the pervasiveness throughout 1 Timothy of Paul's concern with false teachers, Moo's insists that
"the problem of the false teachers is foreign to the context [of 2:14]" (pp.76-77) If so, why the
emphasis on deception as the key reason for the prohibition? Why the restiction specifically on
teaching? As Gordon Fee has so clearly demonstrated throughout his commentary on the Pastorals,
the problem of the false teachers underlies everything. To deny this is not to take it seriously as a letter
from Paul to Timothy with the purpose as stated in ch 1:3-7, to meet the issues raised by false
teachers.

Following is an examination of a few of the more crucial points of Moo's rejoinder. The reader is
encouraged to review my earlier response since I have attempted to avoid duplication of its data. All of
this is of necessity very selective, but Tandewan anticipates releasing in 1987 my Man andWoman:
One in Christ, a tairly comprehensive exegetical and theological analysis of these issues which I have
been researching for the past thirteen years.

fiouXh
flouX(a indicates a manner of learning which was culturally regarded as being the appropriate
attitude and deportment of a well-bred student. Paul here commands that women be permitted to learn
as proper students, with a quiet and teachable spirit. If the reading "silent" is adopted, it must be
clearly distinguished from its twentieth century connotation as a put-down almost as bad as "shut up
and listen." In Paul's day this statement that "a woman should learn in quietness (or silence)" would
be recognized as a call to be a serious student. As long as the positive Connotation of f1ou1(a is
understood, either "quietness" or "silence" is an adequate rendering.
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Moo on p.721199 alleges: "f1ou1[a is the only word in his [Paul's] known vocabulary which
could clearly dgnole silence." oty{, however, does occur in Acts 2l:40, a passage referring to Paul
and written by his friend Luke. It was a common term in Greek. It is amazing that Moo would even
suggest that Paul might have been unfamiliar with it A parallel example in English would be to
suggest that the noun "silence" was not part of someone's vocabulary simply because it does not
happen to occur in the limited co{pus of that person's extant letters. But in fact, "silence" is a part of
the vocabulary of all competent speakers of English, and so was ouyri among competent Greek
speakers.
Just as the presence of "be silent" in verbal forms implies a writer's knowledge of the noun form
"silence", so too, Paul's use of otyda implies his knowledge of oryri. Even if tlie noun form oryri
were so rare (it was not) that Paul might not have known it, he could have constructed his sentence
using the verb g\ydu if he had wished to specify "silence". The fact that Paul chose flouX[a
instead of otyri in this context is evidence ihat "(uietress" is a more appropriate transtation than
"silence". Its pairing with submission in v 11 further supports this translation since quietness is more
closely related to submission than is silence.

intrp(ra
On p. 721L99 Moo states that Paul's use of the first person singular of €nurpdno is "not crucial,
admits". I did?! As in any complex exegetical issue there are numy factors to be considered,
lexical, syntactical, contextual, theological, etc., but ttrat does not mean that this evidence is not a
crucial consideration.
as Payne

Moo does concede, "It must be admitted that the verb Enrrpdnro is not often used in Scripture of
universally applicable commandments. Fourteen of the eighteen I{T occurrences clearly involve a
temporally limited situation." (p721199) He should add that it is never so used in the LXX of the OT
(including apocrypha), that two of his four (Mark 10:4; Matt 19:8) are clearly restricted in the
immediate context, and that the only remaining case besides 1 Tim 2:12 is 1 Cor L4:34, a passage
regarded as a marginal gloss by many scholars including Gordon Fee, G. Fitzer, Weiss, Zwtz,
Bittlinger, Barrett, Conzelmann, Scroggs, Ruef, Murphy-O'Conner, and E. E. Ellis.
There is substantial evidence that Enrrpdno carried a different semantic and connotative range of
meaning than the English "I (do not) permit", and in particular that it was not as appropriate a word to
choose when referring to a universally applicable permission orprohibition. Even when the subject of
&nttpdnrrl is "God" (Heb 6:3) or "Lord"-(1 Cor 16:7), it does not refer to a continuing state.
Practically all English versions of Acts 26:1 translate it as though it were in the second person, "You
have permission to speak", but in Greek it is in the third person singular passive, "It is permitted
(€nrrpCnerg.u) to speak." Thus, even in the form whictimost clearly indicates a continuing state in
English.(3rd pers.sing. passive) this implication is not necessary in Greek. How much less likely,
then, is it thatthefritperson singular imply a continuing state, contrary to the implication of the
consequently biaEd English versions which read "I do not permit". Only by coniusing "evidence"
with "proof ' can Moo allege that "the fint person present of tnurpdnr,l . . .-does not cbnstitute clear
evidence fgr 1t [a limited application]." (p.73/200) Although the verbal tense is one of many factors to
consider, it clearly is evidence for the limited application of Enrrpdno, evidence which is iurther
strengthened by the undeniably dominant use of the verb for particular, not universal permissions.

Moo alleges, "In fact, of the twelve examples I have found in which Paul uses the first singular
g_iye_yhat looks like universal advice, only two (1 Tim 2:t and 8) have a "universilizing
1o
quul{ig{' @.731200). Examination of these twelve shows that 4 are not singluar at all, but plural: 2
Cor 5:2O; 1 Thess 4:1;5:14; 2 Thess 3:6, suggesting a wider authority than Paul's. Of thelemaining
gigl.t, six, or possibly-seven, do have universalizing (ualifiers, namely words such as "a11" or "everyil
in the context which show that Paul has a universal application in mind:
Rom 12:3 "to every (navrt) one of you", which con-firms the universal nature of Rom 12:1 (cf . the
ycip connecting v 3 to the sentence of L2:1-2);
1 Cor 4:76"imitate me" is explained in v L7 "ryy way of life in Christ Jesus, which agrees with what I
teach everywhere (nauraXo0) in every (nrio$ church.";
Gal5:3 "I declare to every (naur[) man", which also applies to
Gal5:2 [cf. "Again (nri],ru) I declare..."l;

.

_.

ind!g4iv.9

1 Tim
1 Tim

2:l"for
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a1l (nduralu) persons";

2:8 "in every $ravrQ place"

Note that in spite of their "universalizing qualifiers" not all of these are in fact universal:
Gal5:2-3, fike 1 Tim 2:8, has not been regarded by the majority of Christians as binding today:
"Mark my words ! I, Paul, tell you that if you let yourselves be circumcised, Christ will be of no value
to you at all. Again I declare to every man who lets himself be circumcised that he is obligated to obey
the whole law." Indeed, Acts 16:3 states that Paul circumcised Timothy "because of the Jews that
lived in that area". Thus we know that Paul himself did not teat this as a universal prohibition of
circumcision.
1 Cor 4:16 is specifically addressed to people Paul had "fathered in the Gospel" through initial
evangelism and bringing them to faith. It's content, "I urge you to imitate me", presupposes a direct
personal relationship which is not universal to all Christians.

Thus, of Moo's twelve examples the only one remaining is Eph 4:1, which by its content could be
nothing other than universal: "I urge you to live a life worthy of the calling you have received." Mooos
list does not claim to be exhaustive, but the fact that of all the examples he found only one is clearly a
case where ttre first person singular is used without a universalizing qualifier to indicate advice that
applies universally contrasts shaqply with the twelve examples I gave from one chapter alone (1 Cor
7;6,7,8,25,25,26,28,29,32,35,35,40) of the flust person singular to indicate advice which is
not universal.

Moo alleges on p. 721199 that "Payne . . . gives the impression that Paul consistently
distinguished his personal advice from'permanently valid instruction'." Nowhere in my article did I
state or intimate that Paul consistently so distinguished his personal advice. What I did say was that
"Paul more than any other NT writer distinguished his personal advice for a particular situation from
permanently valid instruction from the Lord" (42-431170-71, citing examples). Paul frequently wrote
advice or instructions for particular situations, instructions which were never intended to be universal
commands. The very nature of his epistles as letters to particular situations is vital to theirproper
inteqpretation. Moo states that "It is only rarely thatPaul makes such a differentiation" (between
personal advice from permanently valid instruction) (p.721L99). The fact that Paul gives his advice
for a particular situation twelve times in 1 Corinthians 7 using the first person singular present active
indicative--advice which he clearly does not intend to be permanently binding commands--proves that
this is not so rare.
Moo goes on further to distort my position on p. 721199 "and when he does, it is precarious to
infer any less authoriry" (he is the one making this inference, I did not imply it). I agree with Moo that
"the words are still the words of the Aposfle Paul, writing inspired Scripture." The question is
whether the text was inspired by the Holy Spirit to meet the particular needs at Ephesus, needs which
may or may not be pertinent in other places and times, or whether the text is given as a univenally
binding prohibition. It is a question of exegesis and hermeneutics, not a question of inspiration or
authority. Principles, some of them universally valid principles, lie behind most of what Paul said and
guided his actions and advice (as they should ours). Careful study can detect the presence of such
principles underlying his statements. But this does not mean that the majority of Paul's statements are
giving "universally valid principles", as Moo alleges onp.72lL99. Most of Paul's statements are not
in and of themselves universally valid principles.
Moo further alleges, "The point to be made here is that Enurpdno is never used of a permission
or prohibition which could be universal but is restricted." His statement is false as shown by Mark
10:4 and Matt 19:8-9, "Moses permitted you to divorce your wives . . ." Not only could this
permission be teated as universal, it was so treated by the school of Hillel and by Akiba and
Josephus- But this permission of divorce was specifically restricted in both of these texts and by the
school of Shammai.

86dorca

By not comprehending what I had stated, Moo concludes onp.731200 "Syllogistically, Payne's
argument can be represented thus:

1A2
No false teaching possesses "inherent" authority for the church
Some teaching is false teaching
Therefore no teaching possesses "inherent" authority for the church
Nowhere did I write thatno teaching possesses inherent authority. The truth, and similarly, true
teaching, does by the nature of its truth content possess inherent authority. I specifically stated on p.
451173 that "Paul at times used various forms of the word Sr8rioKo to express authoritative Christian
teaching". Although true teaching does have authority,I cited over 20 examples which make it
obvious that Paul dtd not consider authority tobe inhcrenr in the teaching in the church, much less in
human teachers. This is why Paul insisted that "even if we or an angel from heaven should preach a
gospel other than the one we preached to you, let him be eternally condemned!" (Gal 1:8) Even Peter
had to be opposed, and Barnabas was led astray (Gal2:11-13). Moo concludes: "That no human
teacher possesses authority over the church no matter what he says is of course true; but I would
continue to maintain that the teacher who is faithfully ransmitting the will of God to the church
possesses authority in that activity." I agree! Unless a teaching "faithfully transmits the will of God'
neither Moo nor I regard it as having "inherent" authority. The necessity for such qualifications shows
the danger of asserting that authority is inherent in church teaching. This is why even the severely
restricted official view of the Roman Catholic church that the Pope's utterances when speaking
ex-cathedra possess inherent authority has been rejected by non-Roman Catholic churches (and many
Roman Catholics).

Moo asserts on p.80/207 that "the authority of the propheq far more than that of the teacher, is a
derived authority. . . prophesying . . . involves an authority relationship between the prophet and his
hearers less personal than is the case with teachers. This greater personal authority of the teacher ..."
But surely, insofar as the teacher's authority is derived from careful study of the tadition, the
teacher's authority is more derived than the prophet's, for the prophet proclaims a word directly from
the Lord. The personal nature of prophetic application of God's truth to specific life situations is in
general

if anything a more personal authority relationship

than a teacher's.

OnpJ3lZW Moo wrote that in the NT "teaching is resticted to particular individuals [delimited to
"the elder-overseer" in the Pastorals] and that the NT nowhere depicts women as teachers of men."
Below we consider four passages or clusters of passages in which women are eficouraged to teach,
two from the Pastorals and one each from 1 Corinthians and Colossians.
#1. Paul himself in Titus 2:3, in a lemer written 4!-out the sAme_time a! 1 Tim_qt!5 commandg{
,,teachers
of what iS eXcellenf'Cf. Walter Lock,The Pastoral EpistLes (lCC,Edinburgh: T. & T.
elder wOmen tO be
clark,1924) 140; Hendricksen, I, 364' it is arbitrarv to assert as rnanv have that "the word cannot refer to
public teachine. . . but must refer to ministirr in the home." Douald Guthrie, Tlu PasoralEprstles (tyndale, Grand

Rapids: Eerdmansllg57) 193i cf. J. H. Bernard, The P&toral Eprstles (draod Rapids: Baker, 1899 reprin| 166; J. N. D. Kelty, A
Commentary on the Pastoral Epistles (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1963 reprint) 240; Homer A. Kent, Jr., The Pastoral Eprsrles (Chicago:
Moody, 1982)222'
or that "no formal instruction is imo
Scot\The Pastoral Epistles (Moffatt, London: Hodder and Stough
othy andTitus ([ondon: Banner
Bannerof
of Truth
TruthTrust,
Trust 1959) 364:
364; cf
cf.A.
.
bv examnle.,'William Hendricksen, Commentary on I & II Timothy
TlHandoqThe
TiHandon,The Pastoral Epistles (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1982) 180.
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An examination of all the the words Paul uses with the root "teach" shows that in every other
instance the teaching had verbalized content. Thus, those who would inteqpret Titus 2:3 as teaching
solely by example do so in opposition to Paul's universal use of this word in any form (noun, verb,
participle, compound, root derivative) in every other context. The reason regularly given for stripping
the meaning of "teach" of its cental core of meaning (conveying a message in words) in only this one
instance is simply that women are the subjecl Hence, it is said, it must refer to something other than
what Paul means by "teach" in every other instance.

It cannot be validly argued that the teaching root had some other connotation in this particular
compound simply because this particular derivative of the root "teach" is not attested elsewhere.
The componentparts of this compound seem to indicate a particularly sound and well-thought-out
message: "A teacher of what is excellent or good." If it is true, as is frequently stated, that this
compound word was a linguistic innovation by Paul to convey this particular idea, then he
intentionally created this impressive noun for a good teacher specifically to apply to women.
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There is no sufficient reason to reject the normal meaning of "teach-er"jq Jitps T3,_one
ministerins "not so much bv example-as bv exhortation and ieachinn,.Joh' Ed' Huther, The'Epistles toTimothy
andTitus (IJt'eyer's,NY: Funk&Wagnalls,1884)296; cf. JohnCalvin,Connwntarie{ontheEpistlestoTimothy,Titus,and
Philemon, trans. by William Pringle (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1949) 312;, C. K. Barrett, The Pastoral Episrles (Oxford: Clarendo4
1963) 134'

Indeed, this normal meaning seems to be required by what Paul delineates in Titus 2:4 as a
result of the elder women being "teachers of what is excellent." Paql glg$e "a cl4ssjcal vglb.for
indoctrinating ... and... of scho-oling someone in a needed lesson",E'K' simpson' Thc Pastoral Epistles
([ondon: Tyndale, 1954) 104. ". . . So thalt they can train the younger women. . .,'

It is sometimes mistakenly asserted (741201) that "the teaching activity of these women is
explicitly resticted to the younger women (2:4-5)." The text does enumerate some of the results of
these elder women "teaching what is excellent," but it does not restrict their teaching either in scope or
audience. Paul commanded Titus to teach the elder women to be teachers of what is excellenl An
important result of this, but not necessarily the only result, is that they will be able to train the younger
women.

#2. Inhis second letter to Timothy Paul gave the beautiful pattern forpersonal discipleship: "the
things which you have heard from me in the presence of many witnesses, these entrust to faithful
persons who will be able to teach others a1so."(2 Tim2:2) Although many translations have "faithful
men," the Greek term used is the generic term du0prrlnos which includes all human beings, women
as well as men. This pattern is beautifully exemplified in this very letter by Timothy's own mother
and grandmother: "I have been reminded of your sincere faith, which first lived in your grandmother
Lois and in your mother Eunice and, I am persuaded, now lives in you also (2 Tim 1:5). . . continue
in what you have learned and have become convinced of, because you know those from whom you
learned it, and how from infancy you have known the holy Scriptures. . ." (2 Tim 3:14-15). Paul
praised these two women for theirpart in making the sacred writings known to Timothy I'from
infancy" (I\IIV), a phrase expressing when their teaching began but giving no indication that it stopped
at any point in Timothy's life.
This letter (2 Timothy) closes with a list of greetings, and heading the list is Prisca. Prisca is the
formal respectful equivalent of Priscilla. Her name is listed before that of her husband, contrary to
Greek and Hebrew custom, and not just here but in each of the NT references where reference is made
to their active ministry in the church. She it was who with her husband Aquila took aside Apollos,
"an eloquent man... mighty in the Scriptures... instructed in the way of the Lord...fervent in spirit ...
speaking and teaching accurately the things concerning Jesus ... speaking out boldly in the
synagogue" (Acts L8:24-26a) "and explained to him the way of God more accurately" (Acts 18:26b
NASB). The plural form of the verb "explained" proves that she was involved in explaining to
Apollos the way of God more accurately, and the fact that her name is listed fint before her husband's
makes it virtually certain that she played a significantrole in teaching him. In light of these three
women (Lois, Eunice, Prisca) specifically referred to by name in this letter, all of whom did active
teaching in personal discipleship, it is surely mistaken to think that women are excluded from the
"faithful persons who will be able to teach others also" in 2Tim2:2.

#3. In

writes, "whenever you come together, each one has a psalm, ateaching,
a revelation. . .". Three chapters earlier in 1 Cor 11:5 prayer and prophesying by women is
specifically allowed. Two verses earlier in 1 Cor t4:24 Paul writes approvingly of a situation where
"a1l prophesy." Five verses later in 1 Cor 14:31 he writes "For you can ail prophesy one by one so
that all may learn and all may be encouraged", using the same word for "all" three times. Just as the
"all" who may learn and the "a11" who may be encouraged are inclusive of all believers in the church,
including women, so, too, the "aI[" who mav proohesv cannof {rglffrb.."i,li:ryI;5*,fl!,t}ilt;ftp,
*o-e.,."Since this ii truti of the higher gifi of pioph6cy,cr'
certainly we should not inteqpret the "each one" who has a teaching just five verses earlier as excluding
women. Since this passage does not restrict any member of the congregation from participating in
any of these ministries, but rather uses inclusive language (€rcaoros), how utterly foreign to the
context it is for Moo to exclude all members of the majority of the church (women) from teaching.
1 Cor 11:5 shows that it is would be contrary to Paul's intent to exclude women from those who may
have a psalm or a revelation. "Teaching" has the same grammatical subject and in no way is qualified
in this passage. This passage, then, clearly encourages women as well as men to share a teaching.
1

Cor
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4. Similarly in Col 3:16 Paul commanded the whqle church, including womenJhh

light of Gal3:28, and women are specifically included in Col3:18-19.

is required bv

col

',Let the WOrd OT ChriSt dWell in yOu

richly as you teach and counsel one another with all wisdom, and as you sing psalms, hymns and
spiriiual iongs with gratitude in your hearts to God'. The word Paul used foi"one anothe/' is used
tfrree verses Earter in ttre command "forgive one anothei'. This is addressed to the entire
congregation, and just as it would be wrong to exclude any particular group from those who may sing
psalms, so it is wrong to exclude any group such as women from those who may "teach and counsel".
Eduard Lohse appropriately comments, "The functions of 'teaching' (8r6ciorceuu) and admonishing'
(uouOereiu) ... are not bound to a distinct office, but were exercised by memb_ers of the c_qmmuniity
b"quur" of tre giftq-o-f.th-e-spirit bestowed upon ihem (1 Cor L2:28; l+26)." cotossiars andPhitenon
(Philadetphia: ForE"ess, 1971) 15G51.
In some churihes today only a few are alto#ed to teach, and the
teaching is virtually all one way, teacher to learner, without any reciprocal elemenl But that is not
what Paul advocates in Col 3:16. While this verse does not teach that all believers have the gift of
teaching orrequire that every member minister in each of the ways here listed, it does describe a
situation in which the teaching ministy is widely shared and not restricted to particular individuals.
Clearly then, in Paul's vision of the church women were encouraged to teach, and in his word
usage "teaching" was not necessarily an activity restricted solely to particular individuals. Repeatedly
Paul implies that women are to be involved in the teaching ministry of the church, a ministry operr to
alt beli&ers. Paul also teaches thatparticular individuals are specifically gifted by the Holy Spirit as

teachers. He often stesses the importance of the office of teacher. We find no convincing evidence
that women are excluded either from the gift or the offrce of teacher. The Spirit is free to bestow the
gift on whomeverHe pleases and to appoint whomeverHe wills. Thus, unless we are willing t9
accuse Paul of contradicting himself we cannot inteqpret 1 Tim 2:12 as a universal prohibition of
women teaching men. Rather, we should expect if Paul is here making a universal prohibition that it is
a particular type of teaching that he prohibits.

This study of Paul's use of words like "teach" and "teachef' in contexts applying to bgth men and
women showi not simply that women as well as men are exhorted to "teach one another" in the body
of believers but also shows that men may be included in the scope of those taught by women. Some
have alleged in order to account for the apparent approval of Priscilla's part in teaching Apollos that
teaching one man is permitted by Paul, but not the teaching of men (plural) in a group. This view is
contradicted, however, by 1 Tim 2:12 stnce here "man" is grammatically singular, not pluraI. Thus
this verse does not support the view which prohibits the teaching of men in groups yet allows a
woman to teach a man in a private setting. If the intelpretation of 1 Tim 2:12 were correct which treats
as a separate and universal irrohibition, 'rI do not perniit a woman to teach a madi;then Paul should
have o osed Priscilla's teaching of Apollos and all of the other fine teaching which women_have
given men in the church over the centuries, whether in a church meeting or nol But in factPaul
consistently gave Priscilla high praise without a hint of censure.
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Perhaps the single most crucial question for a proper intelpretation of 1 Tim 2:12 is whether the
conjunction oriSd was intended to separate two distinct prohibitions or to join together two parts of
one interrelated prohibition. Does it sepamte two distinctprohibitions, frst teaching, and second
domineering men (or "having authority over men," etc.)? Or does it join together two parts of one
interrelated prohibition such as: "to teach a man in a domineering way"? Sulprisingly this crucial
question has not been directly addressed in any of the studies with which I am familiar. It generally
stems to be assumed to be either two separate prohibitions or an interrelated prohibition, but I have not
seen any studies of Paul's use of this conjuncti,on which defends the correcb:ess of either assumption.
A11 together Paul's epistles contain 35 36 if the text variant in Gal l:12 is included occurrences
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are found in: 1 cor 11:14;74:2L; 15:13,16; Gal2:3,5;6,13 Every other
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can itarrd
occurence of ori6d in Paul's epistles joins two closely related items. The only possibie exception is
1 Tim 2:12, and then only if it is regarded as giving two separate prohibitions. The Lexicon by Bauer,
Arndt and Gingrich appropriately de5cdb_qq this conjunction as one which "joins negative sentences or
clauses to othe-rs of thd sarne Una."BAG 595 The grirnmarian Nigel Turneistates "iri6d ... may

resume and emphasize a previous negafive"sYntax,34a BDF 9445 calls ot6d a "correlative" and a
"connective" indicating "correlation" of members and contasts its use with "independent
continuation."
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Paul typically used oiSd to join together elements which reinforce or make more specific a single
coherent idea. Inthe following examples the English equivalent to ori6d is italicized:
Rom 2:28 "For the tue Jew is not the man who is outwardly a Jew, andtre circumcision is not
that which is outward and bodily." (Weymouth; cf. Goodspeed, Jerusalem Bible [JB], Williams, also
translating orlSd "and"). The meaning is beautifully conveyed by Today's English Version [TEV]:
"After all, who is a real Jew, truly circumcised? Not the man who is a Jew on the outside whose
circumcision is a physical thing." Following this tanslation pattern for 1 Tim 2:12 gives: "I am not
permitting a woman to teach in a way which domineers a man."
Rom 3:10 "There is no one righteous, not even one." (lffV)
Rom 4:15 "where there is no law there is no tansgression." (NI\D This verse parallels 1 Tim
2:12 srnce in both, oiSd indicates a close relationship between a positive thing (aw, teach) and a
negative thing (transgression, domineering), one occurring with the other and both included in a single
coherent idea.
Rom 8:7 "They do not submit to God's Law, and indeed cannot." (Weymouth; TEV, Living,
also translating ori6d "and")
Rom 9:7 "For not all who are descended from Israel belong to Israel, andnot all are children of
Abraham because they are his descendants..." (RSV; cf. Beck, also translating ori6d "and")
Rom 9:16 "It does not, therefore, depend on man's desire or effort, but on God's mercy" (t{ry.
It is grammatically possible thatPaul here is conveying two separate ideas, that mercy does not depend
on desire and that mercy does not depend on effort. However, this statement parallels and is
exemplified by vv 3L-32 "Israel, who pursued a law of righteousness, has not attained it. Why not?
Because they pursued it not by faith but as if it were by works." "Desire and effort" in v 16 parallels
"pursued" in vv 31-32. It is thus more likely that "desire and effort' in v 16 was not intended by Paul
to convey two separate ideas, but rather the single idea "the effort motivated by desire." This whole
chapter argues the theme so common in Paul's epistles that God's mercy does not depend on works:
v 4 "temple worship", v 5 "the patriarchs, and from them is traced the human ancestry of Christ", v 11
"had done anything good or bad", v 12 "not by works", v 30 "did not pursue righteousness", v 31
"pursued a law of righteousness, has not attained it",v 32 "Why not? Because they pursued it not by
faith but as if it were by works." Paul did not criticize Israel for pursuing righteousness. He
criticized Israel for pursuing it not by faith butby worlcs. It is difficult to defend either graryunatically
t'effort"in Rom 9:16 as two seDarate ideas. Even though
or theoloeicallv thal Paul intended "desire" and
some might5e temf,bd to use this verse to argue against Karl Rahner's concept of "baptism of desire"^

Cor 2:6 "a wisdom unknown to the world today and to is rulers who pass away." (Beck; cf.
Living, also translating oriSd "and")
1 Cor 5:1 "incest so unnatural that it does not exist even amongst the Gentiles..." (Arthur Way)
The element following ori6d narrows down the specific kind of illicit sex to which Paul is referring,
just as in 1 Tim 2:l2it may narow down the specific kind of teaching to which Paul is referring,
"teaching that domineers a man".
1 Cor 1 1 : 16 "Your view is against all usage, alike of our own and of the churches of God."
(Way, deleting his insertion of "a11 other" since this is not in the Greek text; cf. Goodspeed, LB,
Williams, also translating ori6d "and") Clearly there is a close interrelationship between "we " and
"the churches of God" since Paul and all those he includes with himself are part of "the churches of
God". Here, the second member may specify the extent included in the less specific "we", just as "to
domineer a man" in 1 Tim 2:12 may specfy the sort of teaching Paul intended to prohibit.
1

L Cor 15:50 "flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God: andthe perishable cannot
inherit what lasts for ever." (JB; cf. Goodspeed, New American Bible [NAB], TEV, also tanslating
ot6d "and")
Gal 1:1 "Paul, an apostle, not by human appointment or human commission..." (NEB)
Gal7:12 "theGoodNewsIpreachedisnotahumanmessage that|was givenbymen..." (JB)
Following this fanslation pattem for 1 Tim 2:12 gives. "f am not permitting a woman to teach in a
way that domineers a man."
Gal 1:17 "instead of consulting with any human being, instead of going up to Jerusalem to see
those who had been apostles before me, I went off to Arabia..." Acts 9:15- 19 tells how Paul met with
Ananias and with the disciples in Damascus for several days, following Paul's divine commission to
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the Gentiles (cf. Acts 26:L2-20). Thus, the element following oriEd specifies whatPaul is particularly
concerned about in the preceding clause. He is not denying that he talked with Ananias and the other
disciples in Damascus about the Christian faith right after his conversion. Rather, using orj8d Paul
specified the particular human consulting he had in mind, namely wittr the Jerusalem apostles.
Similarly oi6d in 1 Tim 2:L2 may specify the particular sort of teaching Paul had in mind, namely

teaching "which domineers a man."
GaJ3:28 "There is no such thing as lew and Greek, slave and freeman, male and (rcc() fema1e..."
(NEB; cf. Fenton, Goodspeed, JB, TEV, Wuy, Weymouth, also translating or)8d "and"). Here
ot6d parallels rca( ("and"), and in Col 3:11 (and Rom 10:12) it is replaced by kaf: "In this new
relatioh there is no Greek and (rca() Jew, no circumcised and (rca() uncircumcised..." (NASB). Paul
viewed each pair is as a single unified group in Christ, not as two separate groups. Each pair
functions together to convey a single coherent message.
Gal4:t4 "what must have tied you in my physical condition, you did not scorn and despise, but
you welcomed me like an angel of God..." (Goodspeed; cf. Living, also translating oriSd "and")
Phil 2:16 "I had not run in the race and exhausted myself for nothing." (JB; cf. Goodspeed,
TEV, also translating oil6d "and") The LB expresses these two verbs joined by oriSd as expressing
the single idea "my work."
1 Thess 5:5 "We have nothing to do with night and darl<ness." @eck; cf. LB, also tanslating
ot6d "and")
2 Thess 3:8 "We were not idle when we were with you and tookno free meals from anyone but
worked hard and sruggled day and night..."(Beck)
1 Tim 6:16 "whom no man has seen andno man is able to see..." (JB). Here as in 1 Tim2:12,
ori6d joins two infinitives making a single coherent idea.

In each of these 20 occurrences Paul used oriSd to join together two elements which reinforce or
help to make specific a single coherent idea. Apart from our text in question, 1 Tim Z;l2,thrs leaves
only 7 occurrences where Paul may have used oriSd not to convey a single coherent idea but to
convey two separate ideas. Yet a close examination of these shows that in each of them oriSd joins
closely interrelated elements, not two separate elements with as little interrelationship as "to teach" and
"to domineer" (or "to have authority"):
Rom 11:21 "For if God did not spare the natural branches, he will nor spmeyou eithef' (NIV).
1 Cor 3:2 "I gave you mi1k, not solid food, for you were not yet ready for it. Indeed, you are
still not ready" OUV).
1 Cor 4:3 "I care very little if I am judged by you or by any human court; indeed, I do not even
judge myself' (NIV).
2 Cor 7:12 "So even though I wrote to you, it was not on account of the one who did the wrong
or of the injured pilW, but rather that before God you could see for yourselves how devoted to us you
are.tt
1 Thess 2:3 "For the appeal we make does not spring from error or impure motives, nor are we
trying to trick you" (NlV).
1 Tim 6:7 "For we brought nothing into the world, and we can take nothing out of it" (NfV).

In each of these occurrences ori6d joins very closely related pairs: natural branches/ingrafted
branches, you were not yet ready/you are still not ready, judged by you/judge myself, the one who did
the wrong/the injured party, error/impure motives/guile, we brought nothing into the world/we can
take nothing out. The ideas "to teach" and "to domineer" (or "to have autho.ity") i, 1 Tim 2:12 arcnot
nearly as closely interrelated as any of these pain. Thus the interpretation that ori8d in I Tim2:.12
separates two such distinct prohibitions as "to teach" and "to domineer" (or "to have authority") is
without parallel in any of its other 34 occurrences in the Pauline corpus.
Ori6d in 1 Tim 2:12 ought to be tanslated in harmony with Paul's use elsewhere. Its translation
should indicate that it joins together two elements in order to convey a single coherent idea, or if it
conveys two ideas these should be very closely interrelated. Since the two elements joined by oriSd in
1 Tim 2:12 are not nearly as closely interrelated as any of the other such pairs of separate ideas in the
Pauline corpus, it would be appropriate to tanslate them as a single coherent idea.
an English equivalent for ori6d, one which typically joins together two
in
order
elements
to convey a single coherent idea, and when referring to two separate ideas joins very

It is difficult to find
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closely related pain. Perhaps the closest equivalent is the English colloquial use of "'n" as in "hit 'n
run", "nice'n easy", "spic 'n span", or "good'n drunk". In practically every case'n joins two words
which are thought of together as a single idea. The statement, "Don't eat h run!", prohibits leaving
the host immediately after eating. It does not prohibit either eating or running by itself. The statement,
"Don't hit'n run.", prohibits driving your car away after you have hit someone with it. It does not
refer to instances of hitting someone unless it is followed by runnin g away. Similarly Paul's statement
may fairly be translated, "I am not permitting a woman to teach 'n domineer a man." This prohibition
does not prohibit teaching in itself, nor does it prohibit domineering in itself (though like "hitting" in
"hit 'n run" it is something that obviously is not approved). It prohibits that kind of teaching which
domineers.

We conclude, therefore, that Paul's typical use of oiSd to join together two elements in order to
convey a single coherent idea favors an interpretation of 1 Tim 2:12 such as "I am not permitting a
woman to teach 'n domineer a man", namely "to teach in a way that domineers a man." Conversely,
this study shows that intelpretations of 1 Tim 2:12 which treat it as conveying two separate
prohibitions, one against teaching and the other against domineerirg a man (or having authority ov-er a
man), do not conform to Paul's Customary use of oi6€. In fact, as we have seen, they interpret ori6d
in a way which has no close parallels in the entire Pauline corpus. This paffern does not exclude the
possibility of two distinct prohibitions in 1 Tim 2:l2,but does lessen its likelihoodIs it natural to interpret the fint part of 1 Tim 2:12 as a separate prohibition against women teaching
men ? The majority of traditional commentators seem to have made the imptcit although unexpressed,
assumption that Paul here gives us two conceptually distinct prohibitions, but that part of ttre first
distinctprohibition is imbedded in the second prohibition. The two prohibitions, they say, are 1. that
women are not to teach men and 2. lhatwomen are not to domineer (or alternatively something like, "to
have authority over') men.
The word "man", however, is included only in the second half of the prohibition. In fact, it is at
the exact opposite end of the clause from the infinitive "to teach". The word order in Greek is: "To
teach by a wbman I am not permitting orj6d to domineer a man". If Paul had intended to prohibit two
separate things, the first being "to teach a man", why didn't he include this with the rest of ttre first
prohibition? If he intended us conceptually to join the word "man" and only this word from the second
half of the clause, why didn't he join it syntactically to the first half of this clause? Those adopting this
interpretation might ptead that Paul was just being concise and expected his readers to make this transfer
even though he did not make it explicit. Yet if that was his intent, why did he put this vital specifier
"man" as far away in this clause as possible from "to teach"? He could hardly have chosen a word
order less conducive to such a conceptual tansfer.
On page 751202 Moo argues that Paul in 1 Tim 2:12 is restricting women from teaching men. He
states that "the constuction is a perfectly natural one; in Greek, objects and qualifiers of words which
occur only with the second in a series must often be taken with the frst also (cf. Acts 8:21)".
However, none of the other 27 occanences of ori6€ joining two elements in Paul's letters parallels in
degree of difference between the two elements the kind of tansfer he believes should be made in 1 Tim
2:12. And the Acts 8:21 case he cites is not parallel at several crucial points:

1. In Acts 8:21 the first element "you have no part" requires the additional "in this ministry" in
order to make sense. But in 1 Tim 2:12"I am not permitting a woman to teach" makes good sense
grammatically without anything additional.
2. In Acts 8:21 the syntactical structure places the two interrelated elements as close together as
possible in the clause. But in 1 Tim 2:12 they are as far apart as possible in the clause.
3. In Acts 8:21 the two elements joined by ori8€ are synonymous, "part" and "lot" "in the
matter." But in 1 Tim 2:L2 the two elements joined by ori6d are not synonymous, "teach" and "act
autonomously/have authority".
4. The grammatical form of the transferred element in Acts 8:21 is in exactly the form that is
appropriate to complete the first element as well as the second element. But the grammatical form of the
element ("a man") which Moo proposes to transfer to the first element to provide a qualifier for "to
teach" is not in the case which is required in that context. It is genitive rather than accusative (cf. Rom
2:21; I Cor 11:14; Col 1:28;3:16). Eachof thesedifferencesmakesitunlikelythatPaulintendedonly
the word "mar.", but not the rest of the second elemenl to restrict the meaning of "to teach".
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Why do those who interpret this verse as giving two separate prohibitions find it necessary to
import the qualifier "a ma11" from the second half of the clause? The reason is practical. There are
probably no Christian groups today where women are prohibited from teaching per se. We do let
women teach in Sunday School, in missionary work, and so forth. So unless Paul's prohibition of
women teaching is qualified, all churches, including ours and Paul's, regularly break this command.
The inteqpretation which insists that Paul is here giving two separate prohibitions and ties to evade
the practical and exegetical problems of prohibiting teaching per se by allowing women to teach other
women but prohibiting them from teaching men in groups is found to be highly improbable for three
key- reasons:
1. Most of the Pauline occurences of the conjunction oriSd which join two elements communicate
one single coherent idea, not two. The few which do communicate two ideas invariably join closely
interrelated elements, natural pairs which fit together. None of the laffer separate two elements with as
little interrelationship as "to teach" and "to domineer" (or'!to have authority").
2. The word order and syntax of 1 Tim 2:12 are not conducive to interpreting "man" from the
second element as restricting the meaning of "to teach" in the first element while also maintaining that
the two elements are separate prohibitions. If, however, the two elements are understood as conveying
a single coherent idea such as "teaching which domineers a man," then the whole of the second element
modifies the flust, not just an arbitrarily selected part of ir
3. 1 Tim Z:LZprohrbits domineering a "rnar" (singular), and although is generic use can certainly
apply to groups, it cannot be interpreted as prohibiting only the teaching of men (plural) in groups while
permitting instruction to "a man" (singular), such as in the case of Priscilla and Apollos. The attempt to
avoid this by interpreting "teach" as an activity applying only to "the official teaching assembly" does
not square wi*r 2 Tim2:2 or the other verses encouraging ail believers to teach one another.
Thus, lexically, syntactically, and grammatically 1 Tim 2:12 should not be interpreted as two
separate prohibitions, pd of the first being embedded in the second elemenl But if, as we have
argued, the two halves are understood to be parts of one interrelated prohibition, then it is natural to
understand the entire latter element as modifying the former.

ai0eweCv
The crucial question in one's assessment of the meaning of ariOevretv is whether its meaning is
elucidated only by verbs having the ariOeyr- root or also by nouns using the same root. Verbs with
this root prior to the time of Paul are rare, but the noun forms of this root arc plentiful. Virtually all of
the meanings of the verb have corresponding meanings in noun forms, so their interrelationship in
range of meaning can be established beyond reasonable doubt. The study by George Knight Itr,
"ATOENTEO in Reference to Women in I Timothy 2:l2," MIS 30 (Jan 1984) L43-57, to which Moo
appealed in support of the meaning "have authority over," examined only the verbal occurrences and
downplayed the meanings of the verb other than "to have authorit5/ over." Because of the paucity of
these verbs before Paul's time, Knight's study omits the overwhelming majority of the evidence.

Knight defends his elimination of the noun forms of arlOevr- on the possibility of a separate
etymology for the meaning "to murder." The particular meaning "murder" does have the possibility of
a separate etymology, but the etymology for dre other meanings of aiOe'vr- root is agreed upon by
Pierre Chantraine, P. Kretschmer (in Gloxaiii.l9l2,p. 289ff.), L51,275, and Moulton Milligan
(p 91) to be air-Evrrls, meaning "to thrust oneself." Thus, etymology provides no basis for
isolating the ari0evr- verbs from its nouns in investigating its range of meanings. Further
methodological errors and erroneous citations in Knight's study have been identified both by Catherine
Kroeger, "A Critique of George Knight's 'ATOEI.ITEO In Reference to Women in I Timothy 2:12"
(unpublished), portions of which appear in her essay on 1 Timothy 2:12 inWomen, Authority & the
Bible (Naperville, I11.: IVP, 1986) and by Leland Edward Wilshire of Biola University, "The LTG
Computer and Further Reference to ai1evr€o in I Timothy 2:12" (tnpublished).
How one interprets ai9evreiv is determined by one's evaluation of three questions. First is the
question, "Is the passage a limited prohibition or a universal prohibition?" Second is the question,
"Does this verse state two distinct prohibitions (against teaching and against whatever at}ew(iv
means) or one interrelated prohibition (teaching a man in a manner characterizedby whatever
ai9evrriv means)?" Thfud is the question, "What does ari0EyreCy mean here?"
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It is possible to come to different conclusions on any one of these issues and still give an internally
consistent and viable exegesis of 1 Timothy 2:9-15 which affirms the total equality of women and
men. This includes ilterpretations which freat verse 12 as auniversally valid prohibition and regard
au0evreiv as qualifyilg the meaning of "to teach" in such away that only a 6ad sort of teaching is
prohibited. Five such lexically valid alternatives are listed below. The frst three of these can beclearly supported in the immediate context and seem more viable than the last two.

1) "to teach autonomously" The root meaning of a,ri0en6iu, "thrust oneself," may have been
intended by Paul. If so, the thrusting forward of oneself may refer to autonomous teaching done
independently of authorized docrine or "to instigate teaching." Lampe's Patristic Greek Lexicon,
p.262, cites five examples of the verb ariOevrdo meaning "be primarily responsible for, instigate,
authorize," seven meaning "assume auttrority; act on one's own authority," and another meaning
"presume on one's own authority." Moulton-Milligan cites arj0evri(co as meaning "take in hand"
' (see Chresr. I. ii. p._ 160.,
grammarian Moeris (p. 58)
!51275: BG{l 103.3). The second century-arlrdSrrco_g
states, "oriro8ircqu (I.-eiy) 'Arrurou, ari0durqu (1.
1EMqueg.
__
-eiy)
means "with independent iurisdiction. with a free constifution df rishts. free". (Karl Heinrich Rengsiorf, A
.

I, L-eid6n: E. J. Brilt, 1973,p.268; cf. Dibelifis Ccinzelmann, Tle Pastoral Epbttes,p.47,
si*itarty, the Atticist Thomas Magister (p 18, 8) warns his pupil to use
arjroStrceiv because ait1ewsfl was vulgar (rorudrepou). LSJ lists the meaning "perpetrator,
author" for ai0dvrqs in Polybius (2c BC) 22.14.2 and Diodorus Siculus ltc BC) L6.61.
al}_ewtq gives the similar sense "with his own hand" Dio Cassius (213c AD) Fr. 102.12. Lampe,
p.263, cites many examples of the noun form ail1evrta conveying a bad sense: one example meaning "irresponsibility, licence," four meaning "arbitrarily, on one's own responsibility,
unauthorized," and another meaning "private notion, personal view." Any one of these nuances fit
nqturalfy with the following reference to Eve's deception, and they all fit the problem of false teaching
which is the overarching concern and pqpose for the writing of 1 Timothy.
complete Concordancito losephis, Vol.
"to have ooe's owu jurisdictiolj')

2) "tnachinacontentiousmanner" BGU 1208 (27 B.C.) "whenIhadprevaileduponhimto
provide . . ." This translation of BGU 1208 by Paul D. Peterson conveys the nuance of contentious
action. Similar is the actual translation sent by John Werner to Knight, "I called him to account."
Knight tells me that Werner in a telephone conservation allowed the tanslation he attributes to Werner
in the NTS article, "I exercised authority over him." In the letter accompanying the translation,
however, Werner makes it clear that we do not even know if the speakei at itris-point was in a position
of authority over the person he called into account. If he did not have autho.ity, it would be
inappropriate to translate it "exercised authority." Three furtherpoints in this document make the
translation "exercised authority" doubtful. First, the text states that "in the hour he consented to
provide for Calatytis the boatman on terms of the fu1l fare, within the hour." How often do we make
note that someone in a position under authority "consentedto provide" or note the time frame within
which he did so? Second, the person who was called into acCount, did not in fact pay the boatman. If
the persor speaking had authority over him, it would be utterly foolhardy for him so blatantly to lie to
and disobey his master. Thfud, ari0eurqrcdras is followed by npdg with the accusative, a siandard
use for which is for "denoting a hostile or friendly relationship--a. hostile against,with after verbs of
disprl-ting,.etc." (BAG, 717; cf. LSJ, 1497). This passage isabout a hostile relationship; his action
is called "insolence" in the text. None of the other uses of npdg in the over three columns devoted to
it in BAG seem to lt-thilcontext, and "over" is not mentioned at all as a linguistic equivalent of
npds, nor do any of BAG's examples of usages of npdg imply a position oT authoriiy. Knight
r-efers t9, thiq passage as his most important example of arj0Evrdrrl meaning "have authority over." Its
date and verbal form make it important for understanding the range of meaning of the verb at the time
Paul wrote, but it's use here implies forcefulness or pushiness in a context ofiontention. The
ffanslation "in a contentious manner" fits the contentiousness of the false teachers and the contrast with
"quietness" tn2 11 and 12 and the virture in v 15.
1) "to teach in a domineering manner." Ptolemy, Tetabiblos III.13, (2c A.D.), "saturn
dominates Mercury and the moon." (Loeb, 338f.). Chrysostom (died A.D. 407) , bom.in Col.X.l
(II.395C) andXI.Z. (49_6q) 'l{o no-t tyrannize over your wife." Lampe, p.262, tanslates these, "play
the desp-ot, act arbitrarily." Note that if ariOewdv must mean "to have-authority," then Chrysos-tom
wrote "do not have auth^ority over your wife"! Joannes Philoponus (5-6c A.D.) *rote "ignoiance
dominates-'l Lampe, p.263, gives five examples of the nounTorm ari0Eyr(a c6nveying lhe
meaning "high-handedness; t5rranny." Accordingly and in light of the contrast with "quietness"

and "submission"

in 1 Timothy 2:ll-L2
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the NEB, Berkeley, New Berkeley, Goodspeed, and

Williams translate ait1ewdiv "domineer over," Fenton "dominate," Way "lord it over," ASV "have
dominion over," King James "usurp authority," Moffatt "dictate to", and Jerusalem Bible "tell a man
what to do," cf. BAG, 120 "domineer over."

4) "teach in such a way thatvirtues are destoyed' Philo,TheWorse Attaclcs the Better xxi (1c
A.D.), "The person who has tried to desfroy the virtues has become his own murderer." Q-oeb, 78).
Catherine Kroeger has given the intelpretation "to teach licentious doctrines andpractices." (Tla
Reformed Journal March 1979) 12-15.
5) "to teach in a way thatmurders [the truth]" ailew€iv is used to mean "to murder" in the
ScholiaVetera on Aeschylus' Eum. 42a (5-l B.C.); cf. Phrynicus (late 2c A.D.) and Harpocration
(1-2c A.D.). By far the most common meaning of ariOdvrqs is "murderer." Catherine Kroeger
suggests the meaning, "to teach ritual or sham murder" as was done at Ephesus (the city to which 1
Timothy was sent) in the Artemis cult. Although there are extensive hints of sensual activity
throughout 1 Timothy and in this context (2:9,15) and although o,iOdurrls occuni in many contexts
focusing on illicit sex, I am not yet convinced that this was a distinct meaning of q.i0evretv.
The tanslation of ari0evreiv as a positive concept, "to have authority over" may find support
from Philodemus, Volumina Rhetorica (1c B.C.), but this depends on reconstruction of a damaged
text. The crucial letters distinguishing between the verb and noun are missing from the text and the
word it modifies has only the first two letters extant, a,v, letters which begin hundreds of different
words in Greek. Knight seems not to have recognzeA that ttre square brackets indicate conjectural
reconstruction by the editor, S. Sudhaus (Leipzig, L892). Thus, we have not even one undisputed
case of aiOevrelv used to mean "to have authority" before or during the time of Paul. Lampe has
established that the word was used in Paristic writings to convey various nuances of having and
exercising authority. Paul does refer to authority in many passages, but nowhere else does he use this
word, and it has been wondered if it is likely that he would have chosen such an unusual verb to
convey the simple idea of authority. It is of course possible that Paul intended ariOevreiv in 1 Tim
2:12 to mean, "to have authority" in a positive sense, either as a separate prohibition along with "to
teach" or as single prohibition of women teaching men authoritatively, but we do not have adequate
comparative evidence to conclude this with even a modest level of confidence.
yrip

Moo misinterprets my comments regardingyd-p as an "attempt to prove that the yrip introducing
(751202). . . It must be questioned whether Payne's
interpretation does, in fact, utilize an explanatory ydp. For he views vv 13-14 as illustative of 'how
serious the consequences can be when a woman deceived by false teaching conveys it to others."'
(p.76/203) I was not trying to prove that the yrip in 2:l2ii explanatory rither tha:n illative. Both are
common, and the two categories commonly overlap.

vv 13-14 is 'explanatory'rather than 'illative'

My objection was (p.751202) and continues to be thatMoo's position requires not simply that
this yrip is illative but also that Paul intended to give ar anthropological norm describing the nature of
women in general. Moo objects to my suggestion that yrip :r:.2:L3 may be explanatory on the basis
that "the usage is rare, BAG cites only twelve examples of the explanatory force of yrip in the NT,
in agreement with Dana and Mantey; Thayer likewise gives a small number of such examples and
Z,erwick cites only 14 instances in Paul where the conjunction does not have its usual causal
force."
Moo's statement is misleading for it implies that Dana and Mantey's examples are in agreement with
the twelve cited by BAG and that Thayer andZnruick do not add significantly to this number. In fact
the figures are as follows:
BAG explanatory "for, you see" 12 exarnples
Mt L2:40,50; 23:3; 24:38; Mk 7:3; I* 9:14; J 3:L6;4:8f; Ro 7 :2; Hb 3:4; 2Pt2:8
Dana & Mantey: 13 exarnples "for instance" "Now" (only I overlaps BAG)
Mt9:5; LkL4:27-28; l Cor ll:6,7 (2x) 10:1; 11:19; Jn4:8 ,44; Ac13:361'18:3; 19:37;20:16;
2 Cor 1:12
Thayer "explain, make clear, illustate, a preceding thought or word 12 (none overlap )
Mt 1:18; 4:L8;L9:72; Mk 1:16; 2:15;5:42; 16:4; Lk 11:30; 18:32; Ro 7:1; 8:18; I Co 16:5
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Znrwick = sense of 6d, especially in Paul 14 (only I overlaps ) and by writen other than Paul /0
(only l overlaps ) Ro 1:18;2:25:'4:3,9;5:7;12:3;L4:5;l Cor 10:1; 2 Cor 1:12;10:12;11:5;
Gal 1:11;5:13; 1 Tim 2:5
Luke 1:15; 12:58; 1428; Acts 2:34;4:34a: 8:39; 13:27; 15.,28; 16:37;23:ll
Thus, the works selected by Moo to show the infrequency of the explanatory use of ycip list 58
verses, and only 3 citations overlap an instance in one of the other lists! The presence of slight
overlapping shows that these lists were not wriffen simply as supplements to the others. The ratio of
elsewhere unlisted exampes to overlapping ones (58:3) suggests that there are many more occulrences
of explanatory ydp beyond these.

Many grammarians have not reflected as deeply as did A.T. Robertson on the close relationship
between an example and a reason. Consequenfly many explanatory uses of ycip have been
categorized simply as illative and the extensiveness of the explanatory use of ycip has been
overlooked. Even slight reflection shows that explanations very often i*ply a reason or show the
reasonableness of something, and reasons are often expressed through examples. Moo, who objects
to the view that yrip here may be explanatory, himself wrote (p.27170 fust article) "it is difficult to
avoid the conclusion that Paul cites Eve's failure as exemplary."

Moo on p.761203 writes "Thayer and BAG intoduce the causal meaning first." Yet on p.71/198
he criticized me for noting the first lexical listing, saying that this is "misleading when one is trying to
establish the most common usage of a term." In fact, Thayer lists cause second, not

fint.

Moo on p.761203 writes, "Therefore the first thing which must be said is that Payne is attempting
to establish a meaning for yrip which is relatively rare."
But 1) This meaning is not rare.
2) I artnot "attempting to establish such a meaning," merely showing that such a meaning is
already established, and that it can make good sense of this passage.
Moo on p.76/203 paragraph two does make a significant point about yrip usually implying a
reason when used after a command in the Pastoral epistles. I agree that it is appropriate to look for a
reason for the command just given. He overstates his case, however. Of the2l instances he adduces
three are clearly not causal, 1 Tim 3:13;2 Tim 3:6, and Titus 3:3. I Tim 5:15 is also tanslated as not
causal in the NIV. What precisely, however, is the command for which Paul gives the reason? There
has been one imperative: "Let women learn." It is modified by "in quietness and all submission."
Then Paul added, "However, I am not permitting a woman to teach orj6t ari0Evreiu a man, but
rather to be in quietness." Is what Paul introduces with yrip the reason for letting them learn? for their
being quiet? for their being submissive? for their not teaching? for their not domineering/having
authority/teaching autonomously? or for a combination of these?
How much of what follows the yrip is the reason or reasons? The sequence in which Adam then
Eve were formed by God? That Adam was not deceived? Eve's deception? Transgression, the result
of Eve's deception? These are the sort of questions which grarrurur alone cannot answer definitively.
Zerwicknotes "that sometimes the real reason is expressed in the secondplace only, preceded by
something not alleged as a reason but merely conceded parenthetically as well known" (p. 159 *474).
Only by comparing the various parts of Paul's command and is explication in verses 11 and 12 with
the content of what he says regarding Adam and Eve can we identify the possible options and try to
determine Paul's probable intention.
The sequence in which God formed Adam first, then Eve, does not in iself give a reason for any
of the foregoing statements. Only as one makes a judgement about the significance of this sequence
can one make a judgement about how this may give a reason for the preceding statements or part of
them.
One's intelpretation of 1 Cor 11:8 and 12 about "the woman coming from the man" will have
significant bearing of one's interpretation of 1 Tim 2:13. 1 Corinthians 1 1 :2- 15, however, is one of
the most difficult passages for any view. I have not yet read a published exegesis of this passage
which did not depart significantly from the normal range of meaning of its words and the normal
function of its syntax. One's interpretation of 1 Cor 1 1:8 is closely related to how one understands the
word rcdQaXq and how one interprets the whole issue regarding head coverings. The majority view
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in recent scholarship appears to be that in 1 Corinthians 11 "head" carries its recognized Greek
meaning source. Fbr eiample, rdQo).q by Berkeley and Alvira Mickelsen and my response in
Woman, Authoriry & the Bible (Naperville, ill: fVP, 1986) and my review of W. Grudem's analysis
forthcomin g tn T he me I i o s.
1 Cor L1:7-12 reads literally as follows: 7 A man ought not to cover his head, since he is the
image and glory of God; and the woman is the glory of man. 8 For man did not come from woman
but woman from man; 9 neither was man created for the sake of woman, but the woman for the sakJ
of man. 10 For this reason a woman ought to have authority over her head, because of the angels.
11 In the Lord, however, woman is not independent of man, nor is man independent of woman.
12 For as woman came from man, so also man is born of woman. But everything comes from God."

Paul's statement thal ma_n-did not come from woman but woman came from man is given as an
explanation (all three vdps nw 7-9 are explanatory) for his affirmation that woman is the glory df man. This
parallels his immediately prior statement that man is the image and glory of God, through whose
creative act man came into being. In order to determine what consequences Paul associated with
wofiurn having her source in man we have only to read Paul's explicit statements in 1 Corinthians 11.
He states that man must not "dishonor" (rca:cwy{tver) 11:4 his head-source, Christ, by covering his
head while praying or prophesying. This would dishonor Christ because to cover his head is
tantamount to denying the open direct access we have to God through the sacrificial work of Christ.
Paul argues this at length in 2 Cor 3:12-18. Similarly woman owes honor to man, the source from
which she was taken. Thus, Paul states that she should not"dishonor" (rcarauoyivet) 11:5 her
head-source (man).
Paul reiterates this idea that one should show proper honor to one's source in verse 8. This verse
gives the reason for Paul's statement in verse 7 that woman is the glory of man: "For man is not from
woman but woman from man." She must not dishonor him because she is his glory. Similarly man,
the image and glory of God should honor his maker. The glory of anything should honor it, not
dishonor it. Whatever the precise nature of the headcovering problem which Paul here addresses, Paul
was concerned because it was dishonoring. His references to woman having her source in man are
designed to show that she has a proper obligation to show man honor as her source. Paul immediately
points out in v 12 that the obligation of honor is not a one way street: "For just as woman is from
man, so also man is through woman, but all are from God." Not only does woman have her source in
man. All men have their source in a woman. Not only should women honor men; men should honor
women; and all owe supreme honor to their ultimate source, God.
Paul's own explanation of the meaning of the parallels in 1 Cor Lt:8,12 provides the best basis for
understanding 1 Tim 2:L3. Accordingly, Paul's reference to "Adam was formed first, then Eve"
should indicate that women ought to show honor to men because of woman's original source in
Adam. Does this give a valid reason for any of the immediately prior statements? Yes! Immediately
prior to v. 13 Paul wrote, "But she is to be €u flouX(g., "in quietness." This was of major concern
to Paul, for this repeats the similar expression in v. 1l,"I-Etwomen learn in quietness and all
submission". Her quiet teachable spirit shows proper honor to her Christian teachers such as
Timothy. Furthermore, if ar)0e ureiy connotes domineering or acting independently of men,
woman's obligation to honor man, her source, provides an ideal reason for this prohibition. Paul's
argument in 1 Corinthians 1l:.11-12 implies that this obligation to honor the other sex is a mutual
obligation, for every man is born of woman. Similarly, 1 Tim2:15 points to anotherreason for
mutual honor: the Savior came through a woman. We are called to "honor all persons" (1 Peter 2:17).
Paul then adds: "And Adam was not deceived, but the woman being thoroughly deceived became
transgressor." This gives Paul's key reason why he did not permit women to teach at that time in
Ephesus. ft"y, like Eve before them, were deceived. Deception receives the greatest skess of all of
Paul's explanation for his statement "I am not permitting a woman to teach." It is stressed both in the
repeated use of the word "deceived" and in the heightened form of this word regarding Eve,
"thoroughly deceived." The example of the terrible consequences of Eve's deception stand as a
powerful argurnent for the need of this (present) restriction on their teaching. Their deception was
serious. It was causing some to wander from the faith (1:6). "Some have in fact already tumed away
to follow Satan" (1 Tim 5:15). And the testimony of the church was at stake since this was giving the
enemy opportunity for slander (1 Tim 5:14).
a
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Of course, if the text taught that all women are by nature easily deceived and therefore not reliable
teachers and that men are not so deceived, then this would be a basis for prohibiting women to teach at
all, whether that teaching be to men or women, with or without a position of authority. But the text
does not draw any such anthropological generalizations, and we are not wise to do so either. To the
contrary, Paul teaches that all persons tend toward deception. 2 Timothy 3:13 states that "evil lrrsons
(du0palnou, generic for men and women) and impostors will go from bad to worse, deceiving and
being deceived." Titus 3:3 states "For we also once were foolish ourselves, disobedient,
deceived..." (cf. Rom 1:29;3:13;7:11; 16:18; 1 Cor 3:18; 6:9; 15:33; 2 Cor 11:13; 12:16:. Gal6:3,7;
Eph4:14,22;5:6; Col2:8; l Thess 2:3;ZThess 2:3,10; 1Tim4:1; Titus 1:10). Sothroughout
Paul's letters including the pastorals he clearly regarded the tendency to deceive and be deceived as
chancteizing men as well as women. Paul at about this time explicitly calls women to be "teachers of
what is excellent" in Titus 2:3. Thus, he clearly rejected the view that since women are easily deceived
they are unreliable teachers.

Moo's statement orrp.77/204 exposes the extent of his assumptions about the created nature of
man and wofiran: "[In] the pre-fall situation ... the man bears responsibility for religious teaching."
How Moo reads this into Genesis 1-2 eludes me, but OT scholars such as C. Westerrnann and J. B.
Payne have not found it there at all, nor any ottrer teaching of separate roles or of a hierarchy of men
over women.

ou}fioerat
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On p. 781205 Moo asks, "Why is it objectionable to view faithfulness to a God-ordained role as
a... necessary accompaniment... to salvation?" First, because if "bearing children" is a "necessary
accompaniment" to salvation then unmarried and sterile women are excluded from salvation. Moo can
avoid this only by the rejecting the natural meaning of "child-bearing." Second, this would place a
special requirement for salvation on a special category of persons. This objection applies even with
Moo's interpretation of "childbearing" as "childrearing." On his view all women would have to "bear
children" in order to be saved, but men would not have this requirement for salvation. I know of no
other instance in the NT where a particular category of persons are required to meet standards for
salvation which are not universal. Furthermore, this smacks of a work and seems out of harmony
with Paul's understanding of salvation by faith apart from works.
overseer vocabulary used of womenin

I Timotlry

I welcome Moo's questions regarding the significance of the very extensive correlation between
the vocabulary describing overseers and statements referring to women in 1 Timothy (63-671L91-195)
and have modified them accordingly. His first criticism is that rca),o0 Epyou, the good work of
overseer, is "not comparable" (841211) to the good works €pyor.g ra),ois (5:10) which a woman
may do. The latter, of course, is in the plural and so encompasses many specific tasks and positions
(eg. "the good work of deacon"). Both refer to the same sort of reality of service and they are
expressed in the same words, and so it seems inappropriate to exclude them. The case of "one woman
man" and "one man woman" is regarded by almost all interpreters as excluding the same infidelity in
the case of the woman as of the man. Since these phrases are nearly identical in both meaning and
form, it would not be proper to exclude them from our statistics. They show that this moral
requirement demanded of an overseer can be fulfilled by a woman.

I grant that different words are used of overseers "managing their own house" (o[rcou rca].tis
npoiordpeuou) and women "managing the house" (olrcoSeonoteiv), and so have deleted them
from the statistical table as well as "having children in subjection" and "not younger ones." Note that
Paul commands women when married to "rule their households," literally "be house despots." Paul
called men to the same task of ruling their house well. Paul was not assigning roles based on sex or
limiting the sphere appropriate to Christian women. Moo's allegation onp.791206 is simply not true
that "Paul in 1 Tim 2:8-14 [is] concerned preeminently with the appropriate sphere of the Christian
woman's activities, this is a major theme in the letter as a whole-cf. especially 5:2-16." These verses
encourage activities appropriate for both men and women: prayer (2:8 of men, 5:5 of women), caring
for physical needs (5:4,8), good works, bringing up children, entertaining strangers, washing the feet
of saints, relieving the afflicted (5:10); and they counter mistaken elements of the false teaching,
hence, "marr5/ and bear children" (5:141, cf. 4:3 "forbidding to marry").
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thltmy statistics are incomplete in not showing differences. My tables,
however, show every yord {esclbing the office of overseer and identify parallel descriptions of
women in 1 Timothy for each of them. If I knew of an objective way of including att of ttris data into
Second, Moo states

the probability analysis my statistics would be even more

itriking.

Third, Moo rvrites that the statistical picture "would be meaningful only if calculated on the basis
of the unique vocabulary of the Pastorals." The third table below shows that even if we restrict the
statistical comparison to the Pastorals the odds of the coincidence of these terms in both the overseer
requirements and of passages specifically about women is less than 3 in 100,000. Is it correcL
!ow-e_ver, to rggar{ ttre situation of the Pastorals as so unique? We have seen close parallels between
tl" lutf trycling-ryEphesus and Corinth. All of Paul's letten have a similar aim oibuilding up
Christians in the faith. Moo's insistance that statistical probabilities must be limited to the Pistdral
epistles seems 1o imply that the v.oc@ulary of the Pastorals is so foreign to Paul's vocabulary
elsewhere that it cannot be statistically compared to his other letters. ffVtoo held, as do many critics,
that the Pastorals werg lgt authored by Paul,I would understand his objection. Ironically, oh p.
7|'l)98. Moo.expressed his frustation with those who restrict what consiitutes evidence td only a part
of Scripture!

-

Each of the words or phrasgs in the 11 lines of text describing overseers are paralleled by
descriptions of women in the 36lines of 1 Timothy dealing exclusively with women. Of th6se, 8
words or phrases recur about women in nearly identical terminology. The first table below shows the
probability of this happening based on randgm distribution of these words in the Pauline epistles is
approximately two in a hundren billion (1011 or 100,000,000,000) without even taking int6 account
any 9f the other parallels using different terminology. 2 Tim 4:11, "Only Luke is witf, me," seems to
regulJe the commonlf g-Suea thesis that Luke was the secretary who heliled Paul write the pastoral
epis4es.. Accordingly, if ye include Luke-Acts then.the probability of such extensive terminological
overlap is less than four in one hundred trillion (1014 or 100,000p00,000,000).

Identical Terminology Used of Women and of Overseers in
1

Tim 3:1-7 terminolosv

nearly identical
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nearly identical terminology Pastorals occurrences oddgg

5:10

ra.l,o0 €pyou

5:7
5:9

riuen(yrlpnrou
prdg yuuarrcbs dy8pa

3:11

url$ri),uou

orri{poua
rcdoprou

Epyors rca),ots
riuen(),q;rnror.
€yds riyOpds yuuri
urlQa),(ous

2:9,15 oolfpoorlurp

2:9
3:11
5:12

oepudrqrog
r(pLpo

roop(qr
oepvds
rcp(pa

3c Br4
3 3tL4
4 4tL4
3. 3tr4
6d ilru
2 2t14
6 6tL4
2 2/t4

Cf. Moulton and Geden's Concordance ot the Greek Testament.
These odds are calculated as follows: There are36lines of Greek text in the Nestle-A1and 26th
edition.spec$c{y^rggarding_women in 1 Timothy (2:9-15;3:ll; 5:2-7, 9-16) out of a total of
approximately 4070lines of Greek in the Pauline-epistles. Therefore, tLese versesabout women in
1 Timothy comprise almost exactly 1/113 of the Pairline epistles. Thus, the total number of
qgmgara.ble occurrences_of any of these expression divided by 113 gives the odds that in a random
distribution throughout the Pauline episfleJthis expression would oicrr in the 36lines of
1 Timothy exclusively about women.
c) 1 Tim 3:1;5:10,25; 6:18; Titus 2:7,14:'3:8,14.
d) All occurrences of the or,lQp:u.g.roqp including: oalQpoudo, or,lQpou((o, orr:Qpouropdg,
oor{pdutog, or,:Qpooriu4 and or,i}pr,5.
e) See note b plus approxiryate*ly 5210 lines of Greek in Luke-Acts, for a total of approximately 9280
lines in Luke-Acts ptry
49l*line e-pistles. Therefole, these veises about*o*en in f fim6thycomprisea.lmos_t gxgqtly 1/258 of Luke-Acts plus the Pauline episfles.
0 see note d plus Lk 8:35; Acts 26:25
s) See note b. There are 516 lines of Greek text in the Pastoral episfles. Therefore, these verses
about women in 1 Timothy comprise almost exactly 7ll4 of thi Pastoral epistles.
a)

b)

Conclusion

_.I conclude, then, that this gr..ltup is not random coincidence, but that the Holy Spirit so inspired
Timothy as to make it undeniable that in Paul's thinkingthe qualifications of overseers not onty
could but in fact do apply t9
ryomgt . I conclude as well-that cireful exegesis of 1 Timothy Z:li-S
- -n9q rgglire.a universal of prohibition of women teaching or of havirig authority ou.i h.r.
$-ms
Indeed, it is doubtful whether the latter is even addressed. T[e text nowhJre states ihat women __
in
_

1

generalare unsuited to teach or exercise au_thority. We find textual evidence lacking for MooJs
conclusion that "in gvery
place: Women are not to teach men nor to have aritho.ity iuir *e,
1g.e Pg
because such activiU you$ yiglate the structure of created sexual relationshipi and. would involve the
woman in something for which she is not suited.', (3glBZ)
Needed now is a
f$nr.ehelsive view of the wider theological issues which impinge on our
exegesis.of this text.{hisshould begin with solid exegesis.oithe early.chapters odCii"rir
ffioring
implicatio-ns that follow from man and woman togelheq being i1 th6 imale ;ic"d *a
thg
being given-the creation mandate and blessing. Whafare ttre praitical impfiEations that God is no
lespeclgr of penons? The second and even more important pllot is an eiamination of ttre new ieafitv
Jesus Christ has brought into existence and its relati6nship t6 God's intent in the creati;-;46-1f,!.
effects of the fall. Shoutd we foster the effects of the fattf What are the
Pa{icipationin Christ's esch_atological kingdom? Do we really believe ttratin Ctrist there is'no maie
a.nd female, that we are one? What are thJimptcatlo.r,rq of the oneness of the body of
lile-ry in Christ? of our equal standingas aloqteqgnildren and joinr-tiei$ ;iahrirr?
priirtrrLa
of all believers? Do- we t"Aty believe that God calls us to mutuil submission in the church
"firii rira
Inal}aqq @ph 5:21ff.; t Corinttrians 7)? What are the implications tfrat ttre ctraracter of Christian
leadership no!_like the authoritarian ieadership_of the wbrld, but is rrruurtt
tf,.^Spi.it
iq
pours.out
giflt on women and men .ly ai He_chooses? No
"iifr.i
of i 1'i-otfiy
complete which does not polder deeply its relationship to such overarc"hing
"*.g"rii tfr.*.r of Biblical ir'--"
theology as these and find a harmonibus solution. ^
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